Let G be a pe rmutati o n group o f degree n. Think of the e le me nt s, a, of C as It-square permutation ma tri ces . Th e paper co nce rn s a redu c tion of the repre se nt ation a -> the rth Kronec ker powe r of a . [n case C is the full sy mm etric permutation group, a formula is give n which invo lves the S tirlin g numbe rs of th e seco nd kind.
Introduction
Le t Sn de note the full sy mmetric permutation group of degree n. For each a E e, let (J (a) be the corresponding permutation matrix, i.e., Q(a) = (0 iUU») ' If e is any subgroup of S n, then Q is a faithful re presentation of e whose c haracter, e, co unts the number of fixed points. In tru s note, we in vestigate a red uction of fr, the character of the rth Kronecker powe r of (J .
The redu ction of the Kronec ker (or inn er) product of two irred ucible represe ntation s is called a Clebsch-Gordon series. When e = S'" the proble m of obtaining a Clebsch-Gordon series has been solved (see, e.g., [3] ,1 [4] or [7] ). However, the solution does not eas ily lead to explicit formulas for the red uction of highe r Kronec ke r powers of re presentations. 
Results
If iI. and X are characters of e, then by (ii., X)e we de note th e usual "inne r product" of characters. Let fr,n be the set of functions from the first,. to the first n positive integers. It will sometimes be convenient to trunk of a fun ction y E fr,n as a sequen ce, y = (y(l), y(2), ... , y(r)). The rth Kronecker power of Q(a) is an nr-square matrix wruc h is ind exed by rT,n (usually ordered lexicographically (A., e')G = .2: In general, we may expect a randomly chosen irreducible character to appear in e r for some r < m. (1) and the definition of k, (A., l)C(!» = O. Therefore, for r = k, the only terms of (1) which survive correspond to sequences of distinct integers. These are precisely {ya:
In what follows, we will frequently take G = S n' In this case, we write (A., X)" rather than the more cumbersome (A., Xlsn.
where the numbers S(r, t) are Stirling numbers 0/ the second kind.
PROOF: Let y be a generic ele ment of f r .n. For each t = 1,2, .. . , r, there are 5(r, t) ways of partitioning the r co mponents of y into t none mpty s ubsets. For eac h s uc h partition, the re are n !/(n -t)! ways of filling the r positions in y in s uc h a way that the sa me intege r appears in two components if and only if both compone nts be long to the same set of the partition. In othe r word s, there are n !5(r, t)/(n -t)! sequences in fr,n which contain precisely t di stin ct integers. Finally, if G = 5n> then G(y) consists of the symmetric group on the n -t intege rs not a ppearing in y. The res ult follows from eq (1) .
The numbers I am grateful to Ke nn eth R. Rebman for pointin g out to me that the numbers in (3) are the Stirling numbers, and to the anonymous referee of an e arlier effort for the brief proof of Corollary 3. My original proof, involvin g the Frobenius Rec ipro city Theorem for indu ced characters, is substantially more co mplicated; it does not rely on the le mma.
